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During the last !e~ years the country has been involved in perestroika. 

And no• we are able to see the results. Intensively develops the process 

of deideologization of international affair&. This process resulted in 

significant international agreements aimed at the elimin3ting the confron

tation. This has l~~ to the process of converEion in the USSR. Features 

of the law-governed state appear in forms of glasnost (openness) and 

realization of hi&toricall; proved principles of democratic administration 

incl. &Eparating of legislative and executive functions, re~laceability 

of administration etc. The process of the econoay deilogisation has also 

begun. The cooperative property was legally declared to be equal to that 

of the state, the right of a citizen to incividual labour was also con

firmed. Cooper&tives working in production and services have been orgaai

zed. The proce~s of conversion t~e enterprizes into cooperatives bas 

begun. Collective bodies and farmers' families were given the right to 

lease land and other kinds of property. 

In this paper the theory, the concept and the results of the renewal 

and develop4ent of cooperative and individual forms of management are 

presented. 

Theoretical background. All the recent innovations in the economy 

reflect far more deep chan~es of the basis of the state, than it may seem 

at the first 0laoce. The process of restoration of the roles 

of the three main forms of ownership of the means of 
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production. These forms have existed since "the state" appeared· 

r~evertheless, the development of historical state led to the 

enchancement of social unjustice, based on the extensive alienation 

of the means of production and the product frora the producer. 

This process was paralleled by the intensification of the search 

of the ~rays of the elimination of the unjustice. One of the ideas 

elaborated through ages and attractive for many great minds was 

the idea of the people's property. If the property is common and 

be1ongsto everybody, so that all the workers are the owners, then 

there is no basis for the appropriation of the results of somebody 

else's labour, since there is no difference in the forms of 

ownership. This global iJea was attractive from the social point 

of view, and its realization was attempted ( some of the attempts 

were long enough). Nevertheless, it didn't lead to the desirable 

results. Social unjustice wasn't diminished, on the contrary, 

sometimes it increased, making both individuals and groups suffer. 

In cur opinion, in this case we face violation of the principle 

named by us a "principle of nonuniversality" of~ artefactus (lat.) 
·' 

Artefactus is an artificial (created by a man) subjects, for instance, 

technical tools, projects, theories, ideas etc. They are pragir,atic, 

i.e. aimeC. et satisfying certain goals. Neverth.:.·.:..ess, 

the goals may be achieved by using artefacts under certain conditions 

only. Beyond these conditions, the arte!actus may become at least 

useless. There is a lot of exariiples when artifacu.iswas alloted ~ 

universal importance, an~' efforts ancl means were spent in vain in 

order to adjust the artefactus to the unfittine conditions. Tr.is 

fact o! change of para~igmas in scienti!ic theories ~as ~escribetl 

by G.iCUn: the most vivid examples were til!le consUs.1in~ and truitless 
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ef:f orts to apply a piston engine for a big hi,ehspee<l airplanes 

and a gas turbitie for ~ars. 

Recognition of a unique form of property as the critical 

:factor in construction the. state of socia:!.. justice may be ari exarr:ple 

of violation of the principle of nonuniversality of artifactu~. 

TI!~.-£Q!!~~E!_Qf_l2!:Q~!~~§!2!!_f!2JE_~~~n-i~~~f2~-Q!_E!:2E~!!:~-2~ 

!~~-!~~~§_Qf _E!2~~~~!2~_!Q_!~~-~!Y~~~!~X_Qf _!~~-f Q!'.1E~~ 

The state as any organizm includes at least :four main partners. 

They are: man (end user or consumer}, individual producers, 

collective bodies, and the whole society. Each partner plays his 

role, i.e. has his own goal and :fun~tions. 

I:f a man is considered to be the goal of the state of social 

justice, and all the partners of his subsystem are considered to 

serve his interests either directly or indirectly, the goals of 

each individual partner can be figured out. Individual producer 

supplies himself and his family (and the end users) both d.irPctly 

and by means of exchange and sales - purchases of the surplus 

with the other products or services. The major part of individual 

demands may be covered by collective labour, the results of which 

reach the end user through a number of steps of production 

redistribution (intermediate users). Finally, there are demands 

o~ the whole society. They include defence from the external and 

internal hostile subjects and phenomena ( aggressive states, outlaws, 

epidemics, natural disasters etc.). The state in the ~orm of its 

institutions provides meeting these demands. 

To fulfil his task, each partner obviously has to own a certain 

part of the comf:lon property. I! he is not an owner of the part of 

the property, the !ulf ilment of his task may be ar;hieved by means 
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of strict control. But in this case the non-owner is aimed at 

minimizing his efforts (instead of maximizing the results) and 

increasing of the reward. It leaes to the low labour intensity 

as well as to the understatinL in planning, upward distortions, 

embezzlement. Elimination of these negative phenomena is reached 

by a strict control. Therefore the low production efficiency and 

the increased expenses for control lead to the decrease of the 

volume of the final product and price increase. This leads 

to the growth of social tensions and the withdrawal 

of management assignments in order to relax the tension~. 

Thus every state has to support all the three forms of property. 

Combination of the three is th~ premise of the existance and 

development of the state itself. In the USSR during perestroika, 

legalization of the equality of the state, cooperative (collective), 

and individual forms of ownership of the means of production meant 

giviug up the long-lived myth about the progress of the socialist 

state to the public (state) form of ownership. 

The kind of producticn and the ··1ay of its management are 

determined by the consumer's demands for the product and the form 

of ownership. The end user places demands for di~erse, changib!e 

products in small quantities. His needs m&y be met by the individual 

facilities, small- and mean-size producers, which are more flexible. 

Their production efl'iciency may serve an optional criterion. For 

the production of final products intermediate users need bigger 

amounts o! slightly individualized products with relatively low 

frequency of modifications which usually may be predicted. The 

best choice for them are 1cth bigger manufacturers whicr. are 

usually lar~e-scale and continious a:rid individual manu!act.urers 

o! unique prcuucts. Usually these products are manufacture<.l at bi~ 
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flexible units with abundant resourses. The whole co~plex of 

enterprises and facilities owned collectively and individually and 

aimed at the needs of the end user, may be regarded as a segment 

of the economy entazeu in production oi commocities and means of 

their production. The different role is played by the state-controlled 

segment of the economy, which supplies products and ~eans of 

production which meet the demands of the whole society. From the 

point of view of homeostasis, individual and collective segment 

controls effective functioning and development of the state, and 

the state-controlled segment provides reliability of the processes. 

The both segments together make !or the survival of the state, and 

their shares in the economy are subjected to changes depending on 

the external and internal !actors. 

Each sector of the economy doubtlessly has its specific 

management structure. Democratic centralism is the main principle 

of management in the individual and collective segment. There, the 

main goals are determined by the state, in this case acting as an 

exponent of common interests in a democratic stlte. The target 

functions are realized in forms of taxes, credits, prices and 

other standards of the economy management based on forecasts and 

plans of economic and social development. Individual and ~ollective 

producers select their strategy themselves basin5 on the interests 

of the end users in the market. To win the competition for the 

consumer, producers cf this segment have to possess certain rights 

provided by each form of ownership. Here act tha three "S": 

self-manatement, self-financing and self-sufficiency. 

Since the interactions between an enterprise (individual 

fa~ility) on the onP hand, and external partners on the other hand, 
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are realized as sales and purchases, then with the three "S" 

present the internal interactions of the producers shall be basetl 

on the principles of sales and purchases, i.e. self-supportine 

contractual relations. 

On the contrary, state-controlled enterprises do not supply 

their products to the markets. This right is monopolized by the 

state. Here the principle of democratic centralism is applied, i.e. 

goals and means are determined by the state from above• And it 

can't be another way since the responsibility for the prevention 

of marginal situations and removal of their results is toe critical. 

Principles of self-manage~ent (especially at the highest levels of 

a<lministrative hierarchy) and self-financing are not fully realized 

here. These differences should be unGerstood to avoid a number o~ 

con~licts. 

The tragedy o~ our developme~t was based on the application 

of the principle of "adrainistrative centralisn" naraeG then "dewocratic 

centralism" to the ~hole economy during the Stalin period and the period 

of stagnation. During perestroika acknowledgement of the legailty of 

the application of the three "3 11 to the econor:1y, existence oi n.•a:rket, 

cCJmpeti ti on etc. , enableci exist<..nce of the indi-vidua! and coopera-

ti\re segment of the economy and destroyed another myth about the 

disfunctionine of the norr.:al laws and principles of economics in 

the Soviet state. 

f!:!£~!£!!_f!~e~1!~.:.- Radicalisr:i of the contemporary re!orm 

destroyed long-lived myths about the economy while a big number 

of the official carriers of these reyths are still preserved and 

functionin~, sometimes slow-~o~m and prevent the process of 

harmonization of the three forrJs of property. 
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Only the shares of production in the state controlled 

segment decreased. due to the conversion. The grcwth of the 

individual and cooperative sebment proceeds not that fast as it 

is necessary for the solvin€ cf the most challen5ing economical 

problems. Within almost 2.5 years from the beginning of ~he 

contemporary cooperative move~ent (the preceQing ended in 

1927 - 1929), over 100 thousands cooperatives with about 1.4 mln 

employees were oreanized. r~evertheless, their production l:ras over 

1% of the total volU11le only. Half of the cooperatives were 

organized formally, but in fact do not work since the majority was 

not supported by the local authorities. OWing to the lack of 

spread of reeulations i~cluding the Law of the U.S.S.R. "On the 

Cooperation in the U.S.S.R." due to the bureaucratic restrictions 

at the working enterprises aimed at the end user, the small 

cooperatives became monopolists in production and realization of 

the critical commodities and services. This process resulted in the 

increase of retail prices, that was aggravate<l by the introduction 

of the overrated coefficiencies for the wholesale for the cooperatives. 

Growth of prices caused negativism of the population towards the 

small cooperatives. Taking advantage of this negativism, local 

authorities in defiance of the law on cooperation began making 

decisions about the closing of some cooperatives, predominantly 

those which met critical demands including public catering and 

trade and purchasing. (The last contributed to utilization of 

agricultural products that were unable to reach the er.d user 

during the long period ot time due to the centralized management 

ot the process). Unstability of regulations and negativism of 

both local population and authorities called forth uncertainity in 
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cooperators who had. made bib invest1!!ents. This resulted in e;rabbin~ 

in order to set payback in the shortest time :possible, decrease of 

assignments to the funds for developi~5 production, technolot;ical 

improvement and social. The reason was told by rilkhail Gorbachev to 

lie in the insufficient consistency of the economic ref orfD. 

As to the problems of the transitive period o! the radical 

perestroika (recon~truction), one should ta~rn into consideration 

positive results of the development of the individual and cooperative 

segment of the economy. Here, economic and social procress should be 

mentioned in the first place. It if:i clearly evidenced by the 

cooperatives organized on the basis of functioning enterprises in 

all areas of the economy {"cooperative enterpri3es") as well as by 

the mixed state-and-cooperative entP.rprises in which sorae structures 

work according the Law on cooperation. They provide the example of 

at least 2 - 2.5-fol<l growth of labour efficiency co~pared to that 

in the state seiJilent under the sarue conditions and confirm similar 

results of the twenties. 

At the sah1e tiJlle, cooperative e.nd state-and-cooperative 

enterprises supply pro~u~tivn .ci.ainly at centrally set prices. 

These ir::provements are ba.sed on the Bi~nificant decrease 

of adoinistrati"e expenses, acceleration of.technolo~ica1 pro~ress 

and sales, and attention to the progress ct science and technoloey. 

Results of the work of farmers' families lease-holders are still 

mor~ iitpressive. These .farmers are single item producers, for 

instance they supply meat, vegetables, fruits etc. In this case 

the output reached with the aid of rather primitive me~ns is 1.auch 

higher than that in the state segment. High labour efficiency, 

decrease of losses and associated expenses provide 3-5 f oltl decrease 

of cost prices. 
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Thus realization of the si&nif icant potential of th~ 

individual and collective segment of the economy may bacome 

a critical factor in the success of the ~adical rcforc: of the 

economy. These possibilities will become reality if several 

factors exist. Firstly, it is political reform. This reform 

provides the establishment of the law-governe~ democratic state 

legislative activity of which neets the interests of the end 

user - a man - and guarantees observance of legality by certain 

means. Associations of cooperatives which are being ryrganized 

nowadays in forms of councils and unions are given the right to 

initiate legislation and thus can influence legislation and the 

legality c~ytrol in the interest of cooperatives. Councils, unions 

and associa~lons of cooperatives may nominate their deputies to 

the legislative bodies at all levels of administrative hierarchy. 

Secondly, principles of self-management, high economic 

parameters achieved during the functioning of the cooperatives 

cooperative enterprises, state-and-cooperative enterprises an~ 

lease-holders favoured by the initiative and the increase of the 

producer's interest in his work, lead ·to increase of salaries and 

wages and weal th. This proce!3S resu!. ts in the efflux of labour 

resourses - especially s~~i:!.le<1 - from the areas of industry where 

tr.is system of ~ana6ement is not functioning. Since except a li~iiteJ 

nulllber of state enterprises responsible :for the provision of 

reliability of functionin6 and ~eveloprnent of the state, the 

producers should be oriented at the end user, transition to the 

new cooperative for.ns of ;.;ana[einent enables establishment of 

cooperatives basinc on the lease or purch&ses of property by the 
t 

members of the cooperative. AJ.so, the wor~:ers i'!lay be shareholders 

at their enterprise. 
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The future practice wi~:. hi[;;hlight the optical proportions 

of the incliviciual, collective an(;. state fonns o:f property. The 

r•1ost i.!aportant thin~ is that the successful uevelopment of the 

state to a lar~e extent depencs on the harr.ionization of the shares 

of different forms of property where each one is critical. 




